
SHNAWARDS.COM WEBSITE REDESIGN
Senior Housing News' longstanding awards competition website was 
in need of a modern day makeover. The new design features a one 
page layout with all notable features on one page. The new website 
now features a hero image that can be changed for each stage
of the competition, instead of a slider component.

hero image



STORY (SCROLLY) TELLING
The premise of the redesign was showcase the nominees 
in a way that tells the story of each property. Beginning with 
the property description and image, and nominees can now 
use the submission details to lead readers down the page 
and explore the property as if they were reading a story.

! OPTIMIZING NOMINEE PAGES
The older format only showcased all of the nominee photos in one gallery, which 
didn’t allow for highlighting features and information specific to the nominee or 
the category in which they were entering. In this new format, SHN displays the 
same information in a new way so it tells the story of the nominee’s property, 
allowing highlights to the specific elements that sets the nominee apart from the 
rest. The entry submission template was also revised to guide the nominee in 
information needed to showcase their property on the website.
(click here to see 2021 submission template) and (the 2022 version of template)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mslIepTZ810WiTP1FXKR-TyYDbo2uoYr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QGU9eJfd0y-UtwcBSy0ag-9WNJmy1KZM/view?usp=share_link


STORY (SCROLLY) TELLING
The basic premise of the redesign was showcase the nominees
in a way that tells the story of the property. Beginning with the
property description & image, and using the submission details
to lead the reader down the page and explore the property as 
if they were reading a story.

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN AWARDS COMPETITION BRANDING
Over the years, the branding for the awards competition has remained consistent. 
With the redesign of the website, a new look was needed. The blueprint theme was 
created to support the storytelling format with the idea that all buildings start with 
a blueprint plan, which represents the beginning of the property’s story. 

The new logo is representative of Senior Housing News branding by using same brand 
colors and fonts but is definitive by its use of blueprint elements and can be seen 
throughout in hero images, social promotion and overall sign.

HERO IMAGES FOR HOME PAGE (DESKTOP & MOBILE VARIATIONS)

SOCIAL MEDIA IMAGES FOR PROMOTION



MOBILE RESPONSIVENESS
The overall redesign was built with the mobile viewpoint 
first and foremost. The following illustrates our effort 
for mobile responsiveness and how our most notable 
features are adaptable for either mobile or desktop view.

The hero image each version of the different messages 
are designed for both mobile and desktop. 

The hero image changes to represent the different stages of award entry: 

The awards competition is annual, taking place the same time frame each year, 
and many senior living communities resubmit each year. The call-to-action 
blocks for the Newsletter signup ensure that regular viewers and nominees 
signup to receive regular updates on the coming year’s competition.

Potential nominees can submit their entries under any of the categories 
listed on the home page. The categories link to the nominee pages
for each category. When the competition is between years, the site
showcases the previous year’s winners on each category, along
with the nominees so potential nominees for the upcoming year
can know how their property/community will be showcased when 
entering the current year’s competition. When the current year’s 
nominees have been added to the site, we remove the previous
winners to better highlight the current year’s nominees.

This Recent Winners section of the home page allows SHN to feature the 
previous year’s winners, to provide a guide to potential nominees 
who want to understand the features of those who have won in the past.
The feature block provides yet another way to showcase the winners, 
giving them more exposure on the homepage until next year.

The entry process infographic was designed for many reasons to give a visual
representation of how a potential nominee can apply and what is required. 
It is also a graphic used in the initial start of the competition, sending emails 
and using social media to offer direction to potential nominees. 

Please note: the infographic is served in an expanded 
desktop view as well as a condensed mobile view. 

! ABOUT THE HOME PAGE
Features from the home page excluded in the creative image provided include: 
#1. Competition judges block showcasing the current year’s judges 
and bios displayed in a slideshow format with a link to a separate page of all.
#2. News & Press is featured on the home page as an abbreviated list of all
current and past news links related to the awards competition. The block 
showcases the most recent 2 or 3 stories using an RSS feed. Clicking MORE 
NEWS button will show all previous year’s news stories sorted by year.

Lastly, the new format allows for an external advertiser sponsorship - 
by allowing  them to place ads in both the header and the footer of the 
home page. (Currently showing an internal display).

• Early bird submissions/deadline
• Nominees announced and Winners announced
• Promotion for our annual event ‘BUILD’ where the awarded winners 

are highlighted in a live format.



STORY (SCROLLY) TELLING
The basic premise of the redesign was showcase the nominees
in a way that tells the story of the property. Beginning with the
property description & image, and using the submission details
to lead the reader down the page and explore the property as 
if they were reading a story.

THE BONUS FEATURE FOR NOMINEES
Anyone entering the awards competition will submit their entry under 
a specific category. There are three categories that are meant to highlight
before-and-after progress (such as Renovations). We have modified 
the nominee’s story for these specific categories to display a before-
and-after slider instead of the specific gallery slideshows.

Our entries specific to 
renovations/repositioning
requires a different storytelling
presentation. To accomplish
this, before-after-after slider
blocks were created to highlight
the nominee/property’s
renovation progress. 

This slider feature replaces 
the typical gallery slideshow - 
in an effort to highlight the
nominee’s improvements 
with the property.




